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Chapter 26 Absolutely Kick-Ass 

What Logan and the others didn’t notice was that after Louis got the initial affirmation 
from Michael, he sneaked a triumphant smile on his face, “Only a few of you old men to 
teach him? I still have enough Reiki Origiums in my hand to enable him to power up 
immediately. Do you guys have the resources to do the same?” 

The reason why Louis ranked so highly in the Board of Shikari was that he didn’t just 
possess extraordinary medical skills, Louis’ predecessor had left him a lot of Reiki 
Origiums. In a planet where scarcity of Reiki emanated and percolated, to be able to 
train with rare Origiums can be said to be foolproof and surefire for someone to level up. 

At the end of the phone call, Michael stomped his feet anxiously, “You… It’s just some 
Reiki Origiums. I can give him a seat to practice at the relics. You don’t have this, right? 
Hah.” 

Recently, according to the joint speculation of the high technology and the historical and 
antiquated standards, the dormant relics had begun to show signs of activation. And, 
these relics were strictly controlled by the Orbtagon. The biggest advantage of the relics 
was the ability to emanate an abundant amount of Reiki than the Origiums. 

A lot of people dreamed of upgrading their prowess with the help of Reiki during the 
opening of the relics. Except for the apprentices and members of the Orbtagon, even 
those powerful ones in HEXALT and the Board of Shikari were not eligible to enter the 
relics! The reason being was that the Orbtagon had the Federation as its spine. 

After Michael finished his promise, Louis quickly marked his words, “Okay, you have 
promised placement in the relics for Anthony. No lip service as I am keeping tabs! 
Haha! So, I’m leaving my baby apprentice in your hands now. Haha, I’m relieved…” 

“My apprentice… This…” Michael, Logan, and Sam were all bewildered on the other 
end of the phone. Damn, what’s the situation? Have I been set up in this game? When 
did Anthony become Master Healer’s apprentice? 

Louis explained casually, “Oh yea, I forgot to tell you guys that I have accepted Anthony 
to be my apprentice just a day ago. Sigh. Actually, I didn’t want to accept an apprentice, 
but I saw such a good one, and I couldn’t help it. Thank you, everyone! Come on, 
Anthony. Let’s thank your fellow uncles!” 

Although Anthony was confused, he believed that Master Louis would not lie to him. He 
turned around and said onto the phone, “This is Anthony Stewart. Thank you, uncles. 
Pleased to learn from all of you in the future!” 



“Fuck! Damn…” A timely sulky exclamation exploded from both Logan’s and Louis’ 
mobile phones. The deafening wham almost shattered their phones in crumbs. 

Son of a bitch. It took them so much effort to coax Anthony to join Orbtagon, but now 
he’s someone else’s apprentice. Although he has joined Orbtagon now, that wouldn’t 
change the fact that he was Louis’ apprentice. 

Michael, who was in Thailand at that moment, felt sorry after thinking about giving away 
such great resources, “Damn!” He got so angry and smacked at the huge statue next to 
him. After that, Michael realized something was wrong and quickly slipped away, 
pretending that nothing had happened. 

And less than ten seconds after leaving the Griffin throne, the huge statue crashed and 
fell into a pile of ruins. 

Michael strutted away angrily. It suddenly occurred to him that it wasn’t a bad thing for 
Anthony to be Louis’ and Orbtagon’s apprentice. Given time, if Anthony had garnered 
Louis’ network and connection, plus Orbtagon’s resources, that would be an 
expandable authority and power to exist in this world. 

Thinking of this, Michael quickly issued an order through a phone call, “Sam, set off to 
New York immediately, and…” Hey, old man, do you think you have cheated me? Heh. 
Let’s see who has the upper hand! 

At the countryside of New York, Logan looked at Louis dubiously, “Master Healer, this… 
Brother Anthony, should he go with us now or…” 

Logan was not feeling it. Son of a bitch. There used to be so many people begging and 
clamoring to be part of Orbtagon. And now they had to stoop so low and begged 
Anthony to join the Orbtagon. Fucking hell, what has become of this? 

But Anthony was such a kick-ass material, and his master, Louis Darcy, was even more 
cool and impressive. He couldn’t disagree with the fact. 

Louis caressed his beard and said, “Not in a hurry. Since this is our first encounter, we 
have much to talk about between us as master and apprentice. Well, you should go 
back first. You may deliver the Orbtagon’s insignia tomorrow! No need to make a fool 
out of yourself with bronze or silver ones. It must be a gold insignia. My apprentice 
deserves the best!” 

“…” Logan felt the world hadn’t been fair. Damn. A gold insignia? And I must deliver the 
insignia to him all the way to the doorstep? Why is Anthony so fucking cool? But 
thinking of Anthony’s terrifying potential, coupled with the overwhelming connections of 
the Master Healer, Logan backed away immediately. 



The Orbtagon’s gold insignia possessed equivalent authority to a leader’s authority like 
him! How not to be mad at this unjust treatment? Michael had given orders just now to 
give Orbtagon’s best effort to train Anthony, “Sure! If there is nothing else, I will leave 
first!” 

I can’t stay on any longer. This is just too defeating for me. 

“Of course. Also, this guy was accidentally beaten to death by Anthony. You guys deal 
with it!” Louis pointed at Joel next to him as if it was not worth mentioning. 

Logan nodded, and allowed the two men to drag Joel’s body before walking towards the 
Land Rover. Orbtagon was an organization led by the Federation, so there was no 
problem dealing with such a petty issue. 

Logan’s members walked over to the Land Rover with Joel’s body. Justin Hammel, who 
was in the Audi, couldn’t sit still. His cousin was beaten to the ground just now. Justin 
thought they would fight Anthony as Logan and his members rushed over. But the 
outcome did not develop as Justin expected. Instead, his injured cousin was lugged 
away like a sack of potatoes. 

“Hey, what are you doing? Why are you dragging my cousin?” Justin clutched his butt, 
and jumped out of the car to block Logan and his members. 

Logan and his members were depressed. They snorted when they saw Justin, “Get the 
fuck out of here! This is Orbtagon’s business.” 

But Justin was a regular bully and didn’t know how powerful Logan was. Logan was fed 
up and frustrated at the unjust treatment he witnessed on Anthony, so he cursed 
directly, “Damn, keep your dog eyes open! Do you know who I am? I am Young Master 
Justin Hammel. You and your members from Mount Beastial, let Joel go right away… 
Or I will fucking kill you…” 

“You…” Two of Logan’s members were shoved away by Louis, and they had no chance 
to vent their frustration. Hearing Justin, they were about to go savage. 

However, Logan stretched out his hand and said, “You want us to let him go? Okay… I 
will…” While speaking, Logan lifted Joel’s body from the hands of his men. He tossed 
Joel’s body and smashed Justin’s Audi. The front Audi was severely dented. 

“I ×&%… You…” Justin was frightened. Were these beasts humans? “I want to call the 
police, call the police…” Justin tremblingly retreated and panickily looked for his mobile 
phone. 

Logan and his members didn’t bother Justin, “Go! Go back and tell your father that 
Orbtagon has killed Joel due to suspicion of deliberate murder. I am Logan Howell. I am 
currently staying in Hotel Agoura!” 



As soon as he finished his sentence, Logan and his members left the scene in the Land 
Rover. He slammed onto the accelerator, and the car fled… Even the car exhaust 
sounded resentful… 

 


